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This document is Supporters Direct’s contribution to the contemporary debate on the future of 

Scottish football originally. The foundations of the plan are the views expressed by fans in our 2010 

and 2011 surveys. We make the following proposals 

1. We suggest the authorities examine closely the possibility of working to increase the level of 

competition within the game in Scotland. Since its inception in 1998, there are only three teams 

who have finished either first or second in the SPL, and one of them (Hearts) have done so only 

once. Our research shows the SPL to lag behind many other European Leagues in its level of 

internal competition.  

2. We suggest that reallocating central funding on a more equitable basis might contribute to 

achieving this. The model in use sees almost 33% of central funding awarded to the top two 

teams (as above, almost always the same top two teams – an average of 16.5% each), with the 

remainder distributed among the remaining 10 (an average of 6.6% each). Insofar as additional 

resources contribute to future success, it clearly advantages those who are successful, continue 

to be successful. Our suggestion is that equal funding should go to each team in a league, 

since, no matter the final points total, each has contributed. In particular, we think it important 

to recognise that football is not an individual product – while fans may focus on their own team, 

two teams are needed to have a football match, and, if it is to be interesting, well-matched 

teams.   

3. Given smaller clubs with smaller stadia need several capacity home games for a similar 

attendance (and revenue) compared to the attendance at a single capacity home game for a 

larger club, we recommend clubs are supported by central league management to increase in 

average attendance over a season of 20% by 2016, and achieve an average stadium capacity 

utilisation of 65% within 10 years.  

4. One consequence of the lack of internal competition is the repetitive nature of the SPL. We have 

already pointed to positions 1 and 2, but a further five clubs (Hearts, Kilmarnock, Aberdeen, 

Motherwell and Dundee United) have never been out of the SPL, and one (Hibernian) for only 

one season. In other words, since its inception two thirds of the SPL has been stable, with the 

remaining four teams coming from ten who have at various times been promoted or relegated. 

There is therefore a high degree of familiarity and repetitiveness about the SPL, significantly 

compounded by teams playing each other at least three times and possibly four times each 

season. For this reason, fans couldn’t have been clearer in both our surveys that they don’t 

support a 12 team league and disapprove (increasingly strongly between 2010 and 2011) of a 

move back to a 10 team league. The most strongly supported number of teams is 16, with 

support for an 18 team league being stronger than for any other number other than 16.Given its 

level of support our recommendation is therefore for two leagues of 16 teams, and a 

Qualifying League of 10.  

An objection, frequently raised by SPL authorities, is that this structure would mean fewer 

games, so we are recommending reintroducing the League Cup, with a mini-league qualifying 

format structured on a geographical basis with four teams in each group, which would 

guarantee a further six games.  

It is also said there would be a negative effect on the TV contract, which, it is said, is predicated 

on four ‘Old Firm’ and four Edinburgh derby matches. If the leagues structure allowed for only 

two of each, then the value of the contract would half (or worse). It seems to us that this ignores 

three issues. First of all that there is a ‘scarcity’ quality to these matches – that having only two 

would mean the importance (and interest in each) would become greater, so assuming the value 

of the TV contract would half isn’t certain. Secondly, we present evidence in the plan showing 

the decline in attendance in the SPL, and suggest that if the type of reorganization we are 

suggesting doesn’t take place then this will continue, diminishing still further gate revenue, 

furthering the diminishing level of interest, which, in turn is likely to decrease the level of 

interest from TV and thus the value of the contract. However, the revised, geographical League 
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Cup sections will pit the Rangers against Celtic, Hearts against Hibs and Dundee against Dundee 

United, so guaranteeing four ‘Old Firm’ games and Edinburgh derbies. 

Thirdly, and most importantly, we think there is an argument for an expansive vision of the 

game, based on reallocating resources to increase the level of competition, and in this way to 

induce supporters to come back to spectate, and to play an active part in the game. The 

additional gate revenue, distributed in a way that maintains competition will also encourage 

further sponsorship and the additional resources can be put into the game to support the 

development of a higher quality on-field product – for instance by being able to invest more in 

young player development and to their retention for longer as they mature. The model we have 

developed illustrates this point most clearly (see page 1).  

5. We have also made a number of other recommendations 

a. The creation of two new organizations – Scottish Premier League National Football, 

which would manage and develop national football at the levels we suggest; and 

Scottish Regional Football to manage the other levels of professional football in Scotland  

b. Play-offs for promotion and relegation on the English model, with three teams being 

relegated and the top two teams promoted with the next four clubs playing off for the 

third promotion spot.  

c. A pyramid structure should be established. Our suggested model is three regional 

leagues below the level 3 Qualifying League.  

d. Clubs should fully engage with their local communities to support their development. 

However, as Henry McLeish points out in his report, given programmes for more active 

life styles and to discourage anti- social behaviour, this is an opportunity for clubs to 

increase their revenue, as well as their community profile. Therefore, we recommend 

that league authorities work to support clubs in securing such revenue and delivering 

programmes 

e. To minimise wastage and encourage focus on the young players employed that clubs are 

able to employ a maximum number of apprentices, whose training would include such 

as life skills, financial management and career development planning.  

f. Players are encouraged to plan for, and work toward the development of skills and 

qualifications, to support themselves when they can no longer secure a full time 

contract.  

g. That the SFA play the leading role in addressing the weaknesses of Scottish football, but 

in collaboration with all the game’s stakeholders, including players as well as fans. To 

this end we recommend the establishment and implementation of a strong club 

licensing scheme that would include an effective “fit and proper person test” with the 

onus of proof to this end being on the applicant, and while requiring financial 

sustainability, it should encourage forward thinking and innovative business planning.  


